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1. Overview

We now face a series of existential threats so powerful that they shape everything we
do, and how we think about the future. We are living in an unprecedented historical context where institutions and companies are vying for power over the planet’s resources.
This competition presents two deeply divided directions: The first culminates in private
asset ownership, production and distribution controlled by a small group of individuals
and institutions. The second results in billions of individuals in communities around the
world leveraging the tools of sovereign wealth creation and decentralized power to pursue
self-determination over their local economic, social, political and data futures.
This conflict has always been present throughout modern history. Today, however, we
have arrived at the climax of this struggle. The allocation of capital towards the next wave
of global infrastructure and investment assets will either accelerate a future of unprecedented wealth + power concentration and ecological collapse, or seed a future where
our kids and grandkids inherit a different world; a world where local sovereignty and
ecological revitalization is the foundational principle of the global economy.
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2. Purpose
The Dawn Collective exists to ensure that sovereignty and ecological revitalization
are the foundational principles of the future. In order to achieve this end, we build all
of our solutions upon the following axiomatic logic:
a. Finance, as the mother of all human systems, drives everything that is built
and destroyed in the human world. Other than nature itself, nothing is bigger,
faster or more powerful.
b. Sovereignty is a fundamental principle for all living systems.
Biosystems, communities and cultures require sovereignty to survive.
c. The outcomes of traditional “Free Market” Finance eradicate sovereignty.
High Finance can, however, be designed to regenerate living systems
It can be harnessed to produce sovereignty as a fundamental outcome.
d. Asset-backed financial products have historically produced widespread
economic collapse. The opposite outcome is also possible when used
differently. Asset-backed financial products, by designing them to produce
outputs that result in local ownership and control, can be the catalyst for
the revitalization of entire communities and societies.
Following this logic, a series of financial products can be produced that unleash
ecological revitalization and the healing of people and communities by shiing the
global flow of capital towards generating life.

The Dawn Collective is a Think & Do Tank building a global market
ecosystem designed to facilitate the flow of investment capital into
locally-owned infrastructure assets. The marketplace will rapidly
catalyze Sovereign Wealth Creation in communities around the
world. The Dawn Collective fosters the development of knowledge
that builds on the essential role sovereignty plays in the revitalization
of our societies, the earth, and ourselves as humans.
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3. What we see
We see that unleashing untapped human potential and cultural self-determination
becomes possible when we shi our attention and strategies towards a new output
for the financial system itself. When we utilize financial instrument designs, we can
rapidly direct vast amounts of resources towards scaled, life affirming impacts that
are impossible to accomplish by any paradigm currently employed.
Our strategy is to meet the global demand for sovereignty through the creation of
financial products that generate solid fiscal returns AND deliver ownership of physical,
digital and financial infrastructure to local communities. This strategy democratizes
access to markets and stimulates a form of development built upon sound economic
principles of shared wealth and ecological revitalization.t
The Dawn Collective global market ecosystem is designed to develop a host of
financial instruments that direct the flow of the trillions of capital dollars earmarked
toward infrastructure and “investment for good” into a wide array of risk mitigated
infrastructure assets. These assets are designed, upon investor repayment, to be
owned by the communities they support. The investment identification, vetting,
capitalization and exit process we are building is called Sovereign Wealth Creation.
The platform will also create an internetworked web of global sovereign local ecosystems and serve as a knowledge management platform to support future
generations.
Weave local partnership and project development with
streamlined due diligence and community knowledge.
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4. The key to our success
Our success relies upon meeting the needs of three distinct customer
stakeholders:
Large institutional investors, especially those focused upon fixed income products,
are facing significant challenges given the lack of supply for bond assets in these markets. This is similar to the demand in 2007 that was met by creating mortgage-backed
securities, a strategy that resulted in market collapse. Our risk mitigated bond instruments tie directly to local physical, digital and financial infrastructure projects that meet
demand without risking the communities’ ownership and retention of their underlying
assets.
Entrepreneurs, whose projects meet the due diligence requirements of the bond or
investment instruments developed by the Dawn Collective, are given access to affordable capital, strategic partnerships, and a defined exit strategy. They can then take
advantage of world-class technology development, consultation, and data security to
protect their supply chain and CRM information while being integrated into larger
market ecosystems.
Community and Individuals: the Dawn Collective wealth creation strategy transfers
revenue stabilized infrastructure into local ownership and control aer investor exits via
traditional financial instruments. These sovereign infrastructure assets create the economic foundation for multi-generational local financial, social and political self-determination.
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5. The 4 pillars of the Dawn Collective
Sovereign Wealth Creation global marketplace:
Capital: the Dawn Collective instruments facilitate access to de-risked capital
already earmarked for investment in infrastructure and “good.” The fiduciary, impact
and sovereignty requirements built into the Dawn Collective process are used to
select the projects, communities and entrepreneurs whose CIMS (confidential investor memorandums) evaluates them for their compliance with clearly defined metrics.
Multiple CIMS will be integrated into a family of risk mitigated instruments, instruments which can be combined and classified by geographical, vertical or other alignment / differentiation to further mitigate risk and create scale. Key to our success is
that we will set the criteria, select the most “shovel ready” projects, and convene the
stakeholders at one table to design a process where everyone wins.
Connected and confederated sovereign local ecosystems: the Dawn Collective
marketplace integrates local ventures into local and regional market ecosystems while
protecting the ownership, flow of data, capital and IP. This local control and sharing of
market data allows the Dawn Collective to further risk mitigate the projects that
contribute to the bonds. At the same time we are able to develop strategies to create
additional wealth for individuals and communities by democratizing access to capital,
markets and market information.
Sovereignty Index: this index serves as a benchmark and filter for investment
capital. The index provides a standard measurement for impact that replaces the
many existing sustainability measurement tools that lack transparency, are devoid of
local input and lack concrete criteria to effectively measure sovereignty.
Changing The Narrative: People, communities, Indigenous nations, and nation
states all around the world are demanding sovereignty. A narrative strategy that
inspires businesses and institutions to embrace the core principles of local ownership,
combined with transparent projects and capital flows around the world, wins customers for life and supports a global shi from extractive financial logic to a sovereign
regenerative financial logic.
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6. Projected Outcomes
Redirecting the flow of wealth to communities. Our approach infuses inexpensive
capital into the global markets, creating widespread market and capital access. This
infusion in turn increases the entrepreneurial effect and democratizes access to
markets and capital.
Sustainable and impact investing brought to ground in a measurable way
“Sustainability, impact and good” is finally defined with verifiable and scalable metrics. Now targeted investment can flow into solutions for the existential crisis points
on the planet.
Capital is compensated for the actual value it creates, and the contribution it
makes towards sovereign wealth creation and local self-determination.
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The world, including the
capital markets, begins to see
Sovereign Wealth Creation and
win-win regenerative capital
investment logic as the most
viable path towards long term
profit and shared prosperity.
A New Path for Finance, Impact & Leadership
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